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We are still debating whether Kafka should be considered as a tragic
or nihilist author, a terrifyingly dark, sardonically bleak neurotic, or
as a savvy comic writer with a taste for black humor. This quandary
explains why I begin by wondering whether one can say that Kafka
was “laughing out loud.”
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This essay begins by discussing the function of laughter in Kafka in
an early novella belonging to the genre of the “comic grotesque”
prevalent in the pre-Expressionist German culture. Parallels with
Klee’s works help define this tragi-comic version of modernism.
A survey of an anthology presenting a “comic Kafka” maps out
numerous forms taken by the comic. A critical assessment of
Kafka’s oeuvre is then provided by Günther Ander’s groundbreaking
but rarely mentioned book of Kafka. Anders highlights the political
and atheistic dimension of the work while crticizing Kafka’s
Promethean nihilism, before moving to a theory of technology and
the “posthuman” condensed in the phrase of “Promethean shame”
can be construed as underpinning a “Promethean laughter” to be
deduced from reading Kafka’s deviant parables on “Prometheus”
and “Abraham.” Kafka’s laughter will make sense via theories of
Bergson, Freud and Nancy about being in statu nascendi.
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